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In September the Brazilian 
Football Federation (CBF) 
announced that their women’s 
soccer team would receive 
the same pay as their male 
counterparts – a decision met 
with applause around the globe, 
and one that was perhaps long 
overdue.

The South American football 
powerhouse is not the first 
country to offer equal daily rates 
and prize money to athletes 
on national duty, irrespective 
of their sex. Countries such as 
Australia, New Zealand, Norway 
and England, among others, are 
also walking the talk – to some 
extent – in bridging the gap 
between men and women.

But such a move is still pie in the 
sky for many local sports. 

A lot of ground has been gained 
over the years to treat men and 
women equally, but there’s still 
a long way to go. The glaring 
differences in paychecks – 
especially in bigger sports such 
as football, rugby and cricket – 
are there for all to see. Women 
play as hard as their male 
counterparts, and even outshine 

them at times – but they don’t 
see the same rewards for their 
efforts.

As rumours started making 
the rounds in October that 
the South African National 
Football Association (SAFA) 
had entered into a sponsorship 
agreement with the Multi-Choice 
Group (MCG) – weeks after 
the company had announced 
a multi-million rand deal with 
the Premier Soccer League 
– some assumed that the 
contract would be for the 
National Women’s League. Such 
assumptions were off the mark. 
The new SAFA-MCG partnership 
is for the referees.

But who should be blamed 
for this? Should we continue 
to point fingers at the male-
dominated federation 
leadership? Or the corporate 
sector for its reluctance to back 
women sportspeople? Society in 
general?

Perhaps it’s high time that 
women - and all those who 
support equality in sport - use 
their power in influencing 
consumer decisions and 

stop supporting brands that 
are not willing to support 
women athletes. Maybe that 
will force the hands of the 
decision makers to rethink 
their strategies when it comes 
to sponsorships and seriously 
consider women athletes as 
attractive and important role-
players.

In the meantime, we’ll do our 
bit to highlight some of the 
many amazing women in sport: 
media personalities like football 
commentator Khangelwa 
Bomvana (page 8), academics 
like Prof Mmaki Jantjies and Dr 
Simone Titus (page 16), activists 
like Cheryl Roberts (page 26), 
and even top achievers like 
Banyana coach Desiree Ellis and 
her fellow Gsport award winners 
(page 30). These are women 
whose stories deserve to be told 
- and who inspire others, men 
and women alike, to achieve 
even greater heights. 

We hope you’ll be inspired...and 
maybe we’ll get to tell your story 
some day as well.

Thanks for stopping by. Enjoy 
the read, okay?
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OCCUPATIOn OF TRAInInG GROUnDS
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The future of many amateur football players is in the balance after open spaces 
of land they have been using to practice have been occupied in recent months. 

Myolisi Gophe and Khanyisile Brukwe investigate

“KILLS” SPORT IN POOR COMMUNITIES
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For the past 15 years, the small 
piece of land next to Sinako High 
School in Makhaza has been 
“home” to *Ace Mahashe (not 
his real name), where he has 
been shaping his skills to pursue 
his childhood dream to become 
a professional footballer. 

The site could be his real home 
for ever after he was “left with 
no choice” but to join a group 
of residents who erected their 
housing structures on the 
land as part of the on-going 
occupation of open land in 
Cape Town’s disadvantaged 
communities. Sadly, that could 
also be the end of his efforts 
to train football and follow his 
dream. 

“We really tried to plead 
with community members 
not to build on our training 
ground,”Mahashe explained. “But 
our pleas fell on deaf ears as 
the majority of people felt that 
housing was more important 
than sport. So as players we 
felt we should also put our own 
structures. This has been our 
land all along after all”.

place to train.”. 

Mahamba pleaded with the 
community to rethink their 
decision. “Our view is simple: 
before we are members of 
the LFA, we are members of 
the community, and whatever 
affects the community 
affects us, too. We genuinely 
sympathise with the residents 
regarding their housing needs, 
but we are appealing to them 
to think deep when dealing with 
these issues. Because we will 
build houses then what about 
our children? Because human 
development is not only having a 
roof over your head. 

“Yes, it is important before you 
go and play football to have a 
roof over your head. But imagine 
if we fill every open space with 
housing structures. What will 
happen to our kids? We will end 
up with criminals all over the 
place. We are appealing to the 
community to leave spaces that 
are used by sports clubs. As 
much as we sympathise with 
them they must also sympathise 
with us. Let’s not fix problems by 

Mahashe, who has played 
for various clubs in the area, 
said their only hope now 
was to convince the school 
management to allow his club 
to utilise the school grounds to 
conduct their training sessions. 
“Otherwise it will be the end 
for us as far as football is 
concerned because there is 
nowhere else we can train.”

His club, which cannot be named 
for legal reasons, was one of 
three clubs that have been 
sharing the same site for many 
years. They, together with many 
clubs in areas that have been 
affected by land occupations 
around the Cape Peninsula, have 
found themselves homeless – 
to the detriment of the sporting 
careers of many youngsters.

Zibele Mahamba, President 
of Makhaza Local Football 
Association, one of the 34 LFAs 
that constitute Safa Cape Town, 
agreed. “The occupation of 
land used by amateur clubs for 
training is killing clubs, is killing 
the dreams of many children 
and will eventually kill our LFAs,” 

creating other problems.” 

Anele Atoni, a resident and 
executive member of the 
neighbouring Monwabisi Park 
LFA, also in Khayelitsha, said 
sportspeople in his area had a 
stand-off with residents who 
tried to occupy a land they use 
for soccer practices. “They 
even took off the poles but we 
put them back and told them 
no housing structure would be 
erected there. That site is for our 
kids to play and practice sport”. 

Atoni echoed Mahamba’s 
sentiments that sportspeople 
understand challenges that 
backyard residents have but 
argued that sport is also 
helpful to the community. 
“Without sport, drugs and other 
social ills will be worse in our 
communities. Some community 
members don’t understand that.”

Zusiphe Kapa, a MPhil candidate 
at the University of the Western 
Cape’s Institute for Poverty, Land 
and Agrarian Studies, said the 
land occupations expose the 
current injustice that is caused 

he said. “We used to have more 
than 20 clubs in our LFA, but 
last season (2019) we had only 
13. What happened to the other 
clubs? They are dead because 
the spaces they had been 
using to train have had housing 
structures built on them.

“And now they don’t have 
anywhere else to train. Initially, 
they would come to matches 
but after losing two or three 
games in a row they would 
say ‘no man, we are not 
moving anywhere with football 
development’. If you have a 
12-year-old boy you expect to 
see some improvements when 
he turns 16. But there won’t be 
any improvement if they don’t 
train. Training sessions are 
more of lectures or classes. It is 
where learning takes place. And 
matches are more of exams.”

Mahamba said the City of Cape 
Town-owned formal sports 
facilities are available for 
matches only. “But before you 
play a match you need to train. 
As much as the open spaces are 
not suitable, at least we had a 

by landlessness for poor people. 
“When people are landless or 
if they do not have a place to 
stay, the last thing in their mind 
is reserving open spaces for 
recreation. If you are poor and 
living in poverty and slums, your 
first priority is to find ways to get 
out of that unfortunate situation. 

“Unfortunately, recreational 
parks, nature reserves and other 
spaces have no significant value 
to the people needing land for 
shelter. This is the result of 
the spatial design of an urban 
area. Black and poor people are 
concentrated in overcrowded 
townships. Any available space 
they see is an opportunity to 
build a new settlement”. 

Kapa noted that sports facilities 
require large open grounds but 
unfortunately those spaces 
are contested for housing and 
other developments. “There is 
an ongoing space contestation 
in townships: land is being 
contested for many reasons and 
unfortunately the available land 
is insufficient to cater for the 
needs of the township people”.

T R A I N I N G  G R O U N D S T R A I N I N G  G R O U N D S
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A few years ago, the club was playing a Western 
Province League fixture in Cape Town’s northern 
suburbs, one bemused young boy called his friend 
and said: “Kom kyk, k*****s speel tennis (come look, 
k*****s are playing tennis)!”

Club chairperson and coach Mlotywa has never 
forgotten that - how strange it was for this young 
man to see black African people playing what was 
traditionally a white man’s sport. 
But that’s why the club was formed in the first place: 
to change the perception of tennis under different 
lenses in the racially diverse Mother City - and to 
offer an alternative to football and netball that have 
been mainly popular in the black communities. 

“Kids wanted to be exposed to a new sport code,” 
Mlotywa says. “I am sure now that perception has 
changed, because since then lots of us have been 
involved in the game of tennis.” 

Boasting more than 30 members in three divisions 
(two gents and one ladies team), the club has been 
growing slowly but steadily and has made some 
interesting achievements.

 “Four of my juniors between 12 and 16 years are 
currently on home schooling and are in a tennis 
academy in Green Point. They are doing very well in 
the Junior Cape Town tennis tournaments. Through 
fund raising by the members of the Constantia 
Tennis Club, we have also managed to resurface the 
courts at False Bay TVET College in 2017.”

But introducing the sport to Khayelitsha has, as 
expected, not been a walk on the park.  Funding is 
often an issue, and the club has battled to purchase 
proper tennis equipment, enter tournaments and 
travel to matches. 

“Our biggest challenge is lack of proper tennis 
facilities. Even the tournament players have to 
play away all the time as there are no facilities in 
the townships to host big tournaments,” Mlotywa 
explains.  

Drawing tennis participants is also a struggle for 
a less popular sport like tennis - but the club has 
partnered with the Ikhwezi Lesizwe Primary School 
to attract youngsters to make tennis their choice as 
sport. 

“We managed to have more than 30 children 
who are currently part of our tennis development 
programme. The club is growing very slowly and 
some kids that are currently at high school are the 
ones that are involved in the senior league.”

Mlotywa, who used to play football himself, has big 
dreams - and one of the main ones is to see some 
schools in the black townships being involved in 
schools leagues, something that is still missing 
from the puzzle. 

“Kids need to be afforded opportunities to play 
lots of tennis to improve their skills - practice 
makes perfect, after all. We have to produce some 
professional tennis players like Raven Classen from 
one of our townships to play at international level. 
With the current group of players, that is achievable 
- if schools have proper tennis facilities.”  

But it’s not just for school kids: for Mlotywa, tennis 
is a good sport for all ages. 

“Besides health benefits, unlike most sports codes, 
you can play tennis until you are very old -  in our 
veterans tournaments we have up to 80+ age 
groups,” he says. “Tennis is a game for life.”

It hasn’t always been easy - but coach 
Sibongile Mlotywa and the Khayelitsha 
Tennis Club has slowly changed the 
perception of township tennis, and has made 
some interesting achievements along the way.
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THE VOICE OF 
THE GAME:

FOOTBALL COMMENTATOR KHANGELWA BOMVANA

C O M M E N T A T O R
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C O M M E N T A T O R

“I DO FACE MANY 
CHALLENGES OF 
BEING A FEMALE 
COMMENTATOR, 
AS WE ALL 
KNOW IT’S A 
MALE DOMINANT 
FIELD,” 
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When it comes to football, Khangelwa Bomvana is 
the full package - not only has she been a celebrated 
player, coach and referee, but she’s also pursuing a 
promising career as one of Africa’s few successful 
female sports commentators.

As a young girl in a small village called Ntlalontle, 
Ladyfrere in the Eastern Cape, Bomvana developed 
an interest in football while playing street games 
with boys in her community. That interest grew 
into a fiery passion - one which has taken her to 
soccer success as a player, coach and referee. And 
she continues to rise, defying gender norms as 
an excellent sporting commentator on radio and 
beyond.

“I do face many challenges of being a female 
commentator, as we all know it’s a male dominant 
field,” she reflects. “But my experience as a referee, 
a coach and a player have enabled me to stand 
up for myself and voice out my opinions with 
confidence.” 

Bomvana’s coaches at school encouraged her to 
pursue her football passions, and when she moved 
to Cape Town to attend Masibambisane High 
School in Delft she joined her first club. 
“I joined my first team called City Lovers for Ladies 
in Philippi,” she recalls. “It was nothing like what I 
expected - but I learned so much, and that helped 
me polish my skills.” 

When she moved from Delft, nearly a decade ago, 
Bomvana had no trouble finding another club. She 
played for Portia FC in Khayelitsha in the Sasol 
League Western Cape and helped the side to finish 
as runner’ups in the Coca Cola Cup one season. She 
was then scouted by one of the biggest clubs - at 
the time - Siyadlala FC in Hermanus.  “I won many 
cups but the biggest honour was receiving the 
Mayoral Cup.”

She continued learning about sports, beyond just 
playing, obtaining a level 1 and 2 training in football 
refereeing, completing a sport admin and coaching 
course - and also graduating with a Diploma in 
Human Resources Management from the Cape 
Peninsula University of Technology. Bomvana first 
put her coaching skills in her current team, Portia 
FC. 

Playing, refereeing and coaching was not all that 
Mbovane was interested in in football. In 2013, she 
auditioned for a commentary competition in Port 
Elizabeth.  “I was one of the few selected and on 
18 February 2014 I was given the opportunity to 
be a commentator at Athlone Stadium in a match 
between Ajax Cape Town and Orlando Pirates.” 

These skills came in handy after she suffered a 
groin injury a short while later, ending her playing 
career in 2015 - and starting a climb to new levels of 
achievement.  
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coach and a player have enabled me to stand up for 
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Cup.”

She continued learning about sports, beyond just 
playing, obtaining a level 1 and 2 training in football 
refereeing, completing a sport admin and coaching 
course - and also graduating with a Diploma in 
Human Resources Management from the Cape 

Peninsula University of Technology. Bomvana first 
put her coaching skills in her current team, Portia FC. 

Playing, refereeing and coaching was not all that 
Mbovane was interested in in football. In 2013, she 
auditioned for a commentary competition in Port 
Elizabeth.  “I was one of the few selected and on 
18 February 2014 I was given the opportunity to 
be a commentator at Athlone Stadium in a match 
between Ajax Cape Town and Orlando Pirates.” 

These skills came in handy after she suffered a 
groin injury a short while later, ending her playing 
career in 2015 - and starting a climb to new levels of 
achievement.  

THE DREAM IN THE JOURNEY
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PERSPECTIVES 
FROM A YOUTH 
SPORT LEADER

The Future of Sport for 
Development and Peace:

BY WARREN LUCAS

facilitation of important life-skills that empower, 
fulfil and unite youth in a way that little else does. In 
quite an unexpected way, the COVID-19 pandemic 
has contributed positively towards encouraging 
youth to expand their entrepreneurial efforts, utilize 
technology, and create innovative ways for the 
delivery of sport and recreation. 

Progression in this sector has not been without 
contention. We, as the SDP community, still have 
objectives to achieve in line with the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). The question is, how 
does the 4IR and increased youth presence in the 
SDP sector further promote sport as a vehicle for 
empowerment and youth-strengthening, equality 
and wellness? 

SDG Goal 3: Good Health and Well Being
The safe spaces sport facilities provided for youth 
and other community members have been closed 
as a result of lockdown, leaving people without 
a place to take refuge and recreate, essential for 
healing, trauma management, and recovery. The 
unfortunate occurrence of being unable to meet 
World Health Organisation guidelines to meet daily 
physical activity may place people at an increased 
risk for non-communicable diseases, and thus 
compromising health. 

presence in the sport, development and peace 
sector.

One important emergence has been the 
revolutionizing of the sport, fitness and coaching 
industry through the use of technology during 
the pandemic. Access to the worldwide web 
posits many benefits that may help us to reach 
more people in our endeavour to develop sport 
and develop people through sport. The use of 
technology has presented opportunities that far 
outweigh perceived consequences. Many youths 
have identified employment opportunities through 
content creation, webinar hosting, podcasting, 
website management, social media management 
and app development. 

As reintegration takes place during specific social 
and economic restrictions, many people have had 
legitimate reservations for resuming regular sport 
and physical activity as the rise in COVID-19 cases 
continues to steadily increase. As a result of this, 
the opportunity for sport service expansion has 
presented itself in that sports clubs have opted 
to offer both face-to-face and online sport and 
recreation services in order to continue sport 
service delivery and sport sustainability.

Sport, as an activity and pastime, enables the 

The intersection of the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
(4IR) and the COVID-19 pandemic has represented 
a fundamental change in the way we live, work and 
relate to one another. It is a new chapter in human 
development as we strive for connection with each 
other in a socially distant context. How bizarre.

The 4IR enables us to mimic close-to-normal activity 
in a new-normal world by enjoying time online, 
learning, working, attending class, and participating 
in sport via extraordinary technological advances. 
These advances are merging the physical, digital 
and biological worlds in ways that create huge 
promise and potential peril. The 4IR is about more 
than just technology-driven change; it presents us 
with an opportunity to help our peers, neighbours, 
communities and cities, which include leaders, 
policy-makers and people from all income groups 
and nations, to harness converging technologies in 
order to create an inclusive, human-centred future. 

While sport for development and peace (SDP) 
may not provide conclusive solutions for all social 
problems, it certainly presents us with opportunities 
to use sport for development practices in more 
savvy ways, to bring about positive change that may 
result in resolution, peace, and resilience among 
people and communities. One aspect that cannot be 
left unmentioned is the increase of youth leadership 

Additionally, the social wellness aspect of sport 
and recreation now takes a backseat as social 
distancing becomes more important. Sport may 
never recover in under-resourced countries, such as 
South Africa, as there are many sport-codes with 
limited reserves, which may lead to their closing 
down during lockdown. 

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has brought to 
light the importance of sport and physical activity 
in its potential to boost the immune system and 
promote the physiological development of young 
people. COVID-19 has forced sport leaders to be 
more vocal regarding the importance of sport and 
recreation as tools for development to maintain 
health and wellbeing for all members of society. 

The pandemic has provided a period for 
introspection, regrouping and repositioning of sport 
to further support communities and participants. 
With respect to youth development, sport can 
be used to develop youth, and not just the sport 
itself. An opportunity to use sport to develop both 
physical and mental health among youth exists, as 
the COVID-19 pandemic has brought on increased 
reports of anxiety and depression due to social 
distancing and limited movement ability. The 
availability of technological resources may assist in 
managing these uncertainties.
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SDG 4: Quality Education
The unfortunate social and economic imbalance 
have left behind those who do not have, to be further 
destitute and forgotten as the world moves forward 
with technological interventions for delivering sport 
and educational services. Due to this economic 
imbalance, neither sport nor education as services 
can be delivered to all members of the community. 

Limited resources are valid challenges to any 
industry, so we have an opportunity to re-shift the 
focus of investments and financial reserves, so that 
physical activity, physical education and schooling 
can be delivered, appropriately. Providing further 
knowledge development during a unique “time-out” 
period like the COVID-19 lockdown, is an opportunity 
to upskill youth and adult populations without major 
obstacles. 

This period has seen increases in new registrations 
for Masters courses to continued education and 
training in a myriad of short courses, as people are 
using this time to learn and increase their skillsets. 
In reflection, big corporates and government 
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departments may need to rethink their strategies 
in achieving sport and education outcomes. 
Technology, and the access to it has enabled many 
individuals to utilize their lockdown effectively 
through learning, education and training. 

The rerouting of specific funding resources toward 
the creation of data-free websites and learning 
platforms presents an opportunity for industry 
leaders to direct efforts for the upliftment of the 
community. Teaming up with sport federations, 
sport brands and educational institutions may 
provide expanded networks and partnerships which 
may effectively contribute to the provision of quality 
education, specifically in sport and recreation. As 
leaders in this field, we can do more to collaborate 
and bring about effective change in achieving SDG 
4.

If clubs and sport centres are adequately equipped, 
they may be able to provide more sport-based 
services to people from all over South Africa. The 
use of sport management and sport marketing 
skills may definitely assist with the delivery of well-
rounded fitness and sport products and services 

which essentially assist in the attainment of sport 
development objectives. 

Using platforms such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, 
GoToMeeting, BlueJeans and Skype has presented 
a golden opportunity to mobilize health and fitness, 
and a new way of staying connected through health 
and sport. We are currently witnessing the dawning 
of an entirely new community of people in sport and 
fitness, powered through the advances of the fourth 
industrial revolution. 

We need to pay close attention to the inequalities, 
inequities and inaccessibility that exists. The future 
of sport for development and peace is at risk for 
imbalance unless we find pathways for access to 
technological and internet resources for all. The 
future of sport for development and peace is a 
bright one, but in order for us to look forward to 
the future, we cannot ignore the legacies of our 
country’s past. While we capitalize on the advances 
of technology, let us not forget that more can be 
done to afford technological opportunities to those 
who are currently without.



BUILDInG BETTER 
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V R  &  A R

AUTHOR: NICKLAUS KRUGER

V R  &  A R

Virtual races, e-sport tournaments, augmented 
reality training – it feels like the sporting world is 
going digital more and more every day. And that’s 
something worth celebrating – which is exactly 
what we’re doing this #VideoGamesDay.
 
Reality is great. Really. But reality has been a bit 
rough for sports lately, especially with the whole 
pandemic challenge, and the national lockdowns, 
and how that makes it difficult to have teams of 
sporty people smashing into each other - not to 
mention the economic ramifications of not being 
able to get 50 000 people to hang out in a stadium 
on game night.
 
ESports help: these competitive games require 
participants to spend thousands of hours perfecting 
their craft, honing their strategies and mental 
toughness and developing their muscle memory 
and reflexes (kind of like what sports pros do). It’s a 
multibillion dollar industry that’s turned passionate 
gamers into international celebrities (including 
Gamer Grandmas who are way better than you’ll 

ever be) and inspired millions of fans - and the 
International Olympic Committee has discussed 
including ESports in future Olympic events. It’s not 
all that big in South Africa…yet. But that’s bound to 
change – and quickly, if COVID-19 has anything to 
say about it.
 
But E-Sport is just the tip of the iceberg.
 
Sports have always been at the forefront of 
technological innovation, from the development of 
sports apparel and protective gear to the science of 
movement, analytics, sports apps and performance 
monitors - and that’s truer than ever now that we’re 
experiencing that famous (or infamous) Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.
 
And few technologies have more potential for 
changing the world of sport than augmented reality 
(AR)  and virtual reality (VR).
 
“Sports has always been one of the domains 
where technology is being put to use in the most 

“HERE, THEY 
MAY PRACTICE A 
PARTICULAR SKILL 
INFINITE TIMES 
UNDER DIFFERENT 
CONDITIONS 
UNAVAILABLE IN 
THE REAL WORLD” 
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effective and aggressive way,” says Professor 
Mmaki Jantjies, Associate Professor of Information 
Systems at UWC, whose work on AR/VR and 
educational technologies has earned her a spot 
among the #Inspiring50SA, the Mail & Guardian 
Young 200, and the Young Mandelas - among many 
other accolades.
 
Augmented Reality enables users to overlay 
hardware devices such as mobile phones in a real-
world setting where complementary 3D objects 
can be experienced interactively. Virtual Reality 
allows visual immersion of users in a simulated 3D 
context, which is now supported by smartphones, 
complementary head-mounted gear or special 
glasses.
 
Basically, AR makes your environment more 
interesting. VR puts you in a different environment 
entirely (or will when the tech gets good enough).
 
And from poker to the Premier League, from 
NASCAR to the NFL,they’re both quickly gaining 
traction in the sports world, improving broadcasts, 
training and more.



V R  &  A R
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Fans, Referees & Coaches: Geeking Harder

Sports fans love data. They love to know more 
about the team they’re rooting for, the stadium 
they’re playing in, the history of the game itself. All 
of that can be conveyed with augmented reality 
even while a game is going on.
 
Augmented Reality technology has even made 
possible the creation of multiple year-long fantasy 
leagues which allows participants to create and 
complete team rosters in a data-rich and immersive 
way.
 
Basically, at heart, sports fans are just geeks who 
care more about runs/over or average drive yardage 
more than, say, which superhero is the strongest 
[Hulk], the coolest [Batman]; or the shiniest [Silver 
Surfer]. And AR and VR are the ultimate way to geek 
harder.
 
All that information isn’t just useful for fans, though. 
Augmented reality allows officials to understand 
(and referee) games better, and provides the ability 
to review decisions that the players feel officials 
may have misjudged. And coaches and support 
staff too can leverage augmented reality to guide 
players and come up with strategies in real-time
 
It’s even useful for the team docs.
 
“For sports scientists and health rehabilitation 
professionals, VR can be of assistance by helping 
to diagnose sports-related injuries through the 
interaction of the athlete with a virtual environment 
that uses sensors to record motion and sports-
related movement,” says Dr Simone Titus, 
Teaching & Learning Specialist in UWC’s Faculty of 
Community and Health Sciences. “And VR may be 
used as preparatory exercises before students are 
exposed to real athletes on the sports field or in a 
sports rehabilitation centre.”
 
 
So...where to from here?

 
“The COVID-19 pandemic has further accelerated 
the use of technologies to conduct multiple sporting 
activities in adherence to recommendations 
made by the World Health Organization,” Jantjies 
says. “Looking beyond the pandemic, immersive 
technologies will continue to impact sports 
significantly, whether on the field or in the comfort 
of an athlete’s own home.”
 
Augmented reality and virtual reality have already 
improved sport immensely - and they’re just getting 
started. With further advancement in technology, 
the possibilities are limitless.
 

Training With Tech: Infinite Improvements

Practice makes perfect - and AR and VR tools 
can make practice far more effective, enhancing 
sporting performance and training processes by 
providing invaluable support to remote training. 
In a virtual environment, an athlete can engage in 
personalised training under a variety of simulated 
conditions, helping them develop tactical and 
decision-making skills, and enhancing their 
biomechanical techniques. A virtual reality sports 
simulation allows for a player’s performance to be 
analyzed and optimized to a heretofore impossible 
degree.
 
“VR allows athletes to enter into a simulation where 
they may feel physically and mentally present,” 
Jantjies says. “Here, they may practice a particular 
skill infinite times under different conditions 
unavailable in the real world - and that’s especially 
true during the COVID-19 pandemic.”
 

And AR/VR training is also a lot safer: you can’t get 
struck by lightning training under storm conditions 
when the storm is just simulated, after all. And 
training practices adopted by players can be 
analyzed using augmented reality solutions.
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R I C A R D O  S I L J E U R

Siljeur was born into a family of successful athletes. 
His father, Roderick, was a professional soccer 
player, and his mother, Sharon, was an all rounder. 
His older brother, uncles and cousins all played 
professional soccer, and Siljeur found all this to be 
a big inspiration. So naturally, he became a baseball 
player - and eventually a biokineticist.

Growing up in Grassy Park and Crawford, Cape 
Town, he loved playing hockey and soccer, ran short 
and middle distances, and did life saving. But at the 
age of 10 he started playing baseball, something he 
could share with his father - and by age 16 he got 
his first South African Colours. By 18 he was touring 
Taiwan on his first international trip, and that helped 
him choose between baseball and soccer (and give 
up playing soccer for a professional club in Cape 
Town). 

“I really wanted to travel the world, and baseball 
gave me that chance - and the product of this was 
the experience and the friends I would end up 
making,” he shares. “Throughout my sporting career 
I’ve made local and international friends, and these 
friends model your character.” 

In 2000, aged 19, Siljeur left South Africa to play 
baseball in the Czech Republic in Europe as a semi-
professional athlete. His team won the league and 
play-offs, making local and international news. 

Sport has taken Ricardo Siljeur around the 
world. He’s been a student soccer sensation, 
an international baseball player, and more. 
And now he’s making a difference as a 
successful biokineticist. 
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But the following year, Siljeur broke his foot 
while playing and his family could not afford his 
rehabilitation. So he rested his foot and saw a 
physiotherapist a few times. 

He spent most of his time reading Men’s Health, 
learning more about exercise and fitness - and that’s 
where his love for reading and Biokinetics was born.

“I have a passion for learning and educating others, 
and to help others I believe you need to read and 
gain knowledge,” he shares. “Funny thing is, I hated 
reading at primary and high school; now I own too 
many books that I still need to read.” 

By the time he started walking again he had missed 
the deadline to go back to Czechia and lost the 
contract. So taking his mother’s advice on  having 
something to fall back on since one can (evidently) 
never predict sports injuries, he researched other 

Getty Images

pathways in sport - and found Biokinetics. 

So he completed an undergraduate degree in Sports 
Science, obtained his honours degree - and after his 
internship, qualified as a Biokineticist in 2006. 

At the same time he started playing baseball again, 
representing South Africa at various international 
tournaments like the All Africa Games, World 
Baseball Classic and Holland Baseball Week. Siljeur 
also participated in the World Baseball Classic in 
2006, where South Africa made headlines (and won 
respect) for competing against baseball teams 
valued at hundreds of millions of dollars - while 
Team SA’s value was zero. 

R I C A R D O  S I L J E U R

“We played against Team USA that had 
an all star team with the likes of Derek 
Jeter, Alex Rodriguez, Johnny Damon, 
Ken Griffey Jnr, Roger Clements - the 
best pitcher in US Baseball at the time. 
So it was great to come from Grassy 
Park and play against your role models. 
We got beat badly,” he laughs.

“NEVER GIVE UP 
ON THE DREAM OF 
BEING THE BEST 
SPORTSMAN OR 
SPORTSWOMAN 
YOU CAN BE 

BAD BREAKS: THE BEGINNING OF A BIOKINETICS CAREER LIFE AFTER SPORT: THE BIOKINETICS BUSINESS

Having since retired from sports to become a 
biokineticist, Siljeur has obtained a postgraduate 
certificate in Business Management at the 
University of Cape Town Graduate School of 
Business, various NQF courses in business policy 
development, moderation, assessment, facilitation 
and mentoring. 

“Don’t let your current circumstances determine 
your future. Life is hard, and not setting goals and 
finding a pathway to achieve them is like swimming 
in the dark,” he says. “You will end up somewhere or 
nowhere.” 

Siljeur dreams of opening a sports school in 
Cape Town that caters for athletes like himself, 
encouraging them to pursue their dreams in sport 
and be academics as well, and not let it be an 
either/or. 

His other goals include obtaining a PhD by the 
age of 50 (he’s currently busy with his Masters in 
Biokinetics), owning a professional club, having 
a consulting practice in athlete development and 
maybe owning a professional team. 

“Oh and buy a house for the family sometime 
between this all,” he laughs. 

His role models include his family and friends as 
they were always his best competitors and  he gives 
a special shout out to Gareth Jacobs, a long life 
friend and  supporter through his journey both on 
and off the field.

“Never give up on the dream of being the best 
sportsman or sportswoman you can be,” he says. 
“Being successful has different meanings, Mine was 
simply to travel the world - and sport did that for me. 
Let fame and fortune not be the driving factor, but 
rather goals and fulfillment.”

- RICARDO SILJEUR

Nurturing Talent

Athletes looking for advice or mentorship you can 
contact Ricardo at: rsiljeur@africansportacademy.
com or 072 248 1494.
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Take it from Nceba Ernerst “Ace” Zondani, 
high schools sport has its own fair share of 
challenges. But when the challenges come from 
the ruling sporting bodies it becomes more 
catastrophic to the whole operation.

Having played, coached and now involved in 
the administration of football for many years, 
he has experienced that first hand.  “The most 
challenge that real affects our progress is the 
fight between SAFA (South African Football 
Association) and SASFA (South African Schools 
Football Association). It’s been quite some time 
now it affects learners in different ways.

“Like now almost all our sponsors are running 
away from schools football. We had five different 
sponsors and we are only left with one now. 
Learners from disadvantage families suffer due 
to this, because when learners are selected they 
must contribute something to travel with teams, 
which means we don’t look only for talent when 
we are selecting a team. Affordability and talent 
must go together”.

In addition to the SAFA-SASFA fed, the issue of 
skin colour is still a pervasive challenge in the 
diverse Western Cape, according to Zondani, as 
well as crime, poverty, drugs, teenage pregnancy 
and other social ills that are demoralising in 
school sport. “But we have manage to lead them 
because passion and full focus on developing a 
black drive us.”

Born in Mthatha in the Eastern Cape, Zondani 
played football for various clubs and schools 
before moving to Cape to pursue his tertiary 
education at the University of the Western 
Cape. Upon his graduation he landed a teaching 
position at Zola Business School where he 
assisted the school to join Khayelitsha Schools 
Football.

His leadership acumen were soon noticed and 
he was elected to as the chairperson of the 
Site C cluster before he was also elected as the 
president of the Khayelitsha Schools Football 
Zone in which he leads more than 50 primary 
and high schools. He was also elected as the 
chairperson of the District East and runs football 
for four zones i.e Helderburg,Kraaifontein, 
Kuilsriver/Blue Downs and Khayelitsha. He also 
serves in the Cape Town regional executive 
committee.

“I’ve been coordinating a number of competitions 
in schools football, selecting teams coaching 
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teams in the Cape Town region. It gave me 
a chance to grow as I attended a number of 
short coaching courses, including D-License 
course under SAFA”.

Among the many highlights of his career 
was a trip to Italy with Isimemo saseKapa 
invitation team to coach in June 2019 in 
June and in September they travelled to 
Gauteng with the U/ 15 and U/19 teams. He 
was also pivotal to convince Mitchells-Plain 
schools to accommodate schools from from 
black African communities to play on their 
tournament as his school was part of Mr Price 
schools Football Competition.

Zondani believes that there are many benefits 
of schools sport to learners and human 
development in general. “When we host the big 
tournaments we invite scouts from big teams 
so that our learners get an opportunity to be 
selected”. The cancellation of amateur sport, 
including schools sport, due to the coronavirus 
has had negative impacts on learners, he 
said. “Some learners are in involved in drugs, 
they always occupying the streets, they used 
their energy in negative things , they stopped 
training , nothing is happening.” But the 
pandemic has also given schools sport to 
adjust in the changing world. 
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A WARRIOR FOR 
AFRICAN WOMEN 
IN SPORT

Cheryl Roberts has spent years 
championing African women in sport - and 
she wasn’t about to stop for COVID-19. 
She just used the opportunity to pursue 
her lifelong idea to publicize a continental 
publication of women in sport, African Soil 
Sportswoman. 
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C H E R Y L  R O B E R T S

Cheryl Roberts is no stranger to the South African 
sporting scene. She’s been involved in SA sport for 
40 years, and a fierce advocate for women’s issues 
and voices for just as long - a true African woman 
warrior..

“Sport and society are one; inequalities in society 
will also be present in sport,” she says. “Is it any 
wonder that women in sport - and especially 
black women in sport - are treated differently 
to their male counterparts, facing prejudice and 
dscrimination?” 

Roberts knows this firsthand: born into apartheid 
South Africa, she was long denied opportunities 
to play sport. But this never swayed her love as 
she found sports facilities and sports home in 
anti-apartheid sport. Roberts defied apartheid 
sport norms by developing sport at grassroots, 
coaching, speaking out about injustices, racism, 
sexism and discrimination in sport. All of this was 
consolidated in her writing and publishing. All of it 
done independently, with no commercial support 
or funding. 

“I’ve played sports, coached, was a sports official/
administrator - and all this was happening when I 
was still a young woman, studying at university.”

Her activism arose from growing up oppressed, 
seeing injustices and  inequalities around her, they 
shaped her to have a very clear and sharp mind 

and a heart filled with compassion. In combining 
her love for sports and her activism, she describes 
herself to be an author of gender and sport and an 
intersectional thinker and writer. 

She strongly rejects those believing that women 
in sport should only focus on branding and 
advancing themselves. She encourages women to 
challenge patriarchal control of sport and its sole 
support for men. “It would be amazing for women 
in sport to get a gender and sports network that 
challenges and disrupts men’s control of sport.”

For years, she’s wanted to pursue her big idea: a 
continental publication of women in sport: African 
Soil Sportswoman. But she never seemed to find 
the time.

Then the COVID-19 pandemic struck, and Roberts 
got bored during lockdown (somehow - even 
while running her blog and promoting women in 
sport online and doing a million other things), she 
started to put her ideas down. 

She did her own writing, compiled the content 
and photographs and used her savings to pay the 
designer and prides herself in having used the 
recollection of all the events she had attended. 

And just like that, it was done, and African Soil 
Sportswoman was published in July 2020. 



The pivotal focus of African Soil Sportswoman  
is, as the name implies, on Africa’s sportswomen 
- and beyond that, all women in sport. 

“The women in sport and sportswomen want it 
known they are tired of being silent and quiet, 
tired of getting the crumbs in sport,” Roberts 
says. “We’re saying, ‘Look here, the sportswomen 
and women in sport not only deserve but also 
love having their share of sports media. And 
we’re going to make sure they get it.”

She describes it to be for and about Africa’s 
sportswomen who always get the little space in 
sports media and to show that sport is not only 
about men and they do not own it.  

“I opted to give a taste of sport from the African 
continent and I actually got to feature several 
sportswomen, women in sport and various 
sports. Moreso, this publication is published by 
an African woman, residing in Africa.” 

African Soil Sportswoman is about 
representation, visibility and presentation. 
It shows women who are part of the global 
sports paradigm. It stems from the emerging 
debate that women are fatigued from the overly 
presentation of men’s sport by commercial 
media which ignores and sidelines women in 
sport.

Ideally, Roberts would like her readers to be 
more informed about Africa’s sportswomen 
and women in sport. To know more about their 
achievements and their struggles. To admire, 
support and respect them.

Nine of Cape Town’s finest women footballers 
have been selected to do battle for Banyana 
Banyana and Bantwana teams in the COSAFA 
Cup in November, reflecting the region’s standing 
as a key contributor to the national football 
setup.

The Cape Town region had six names from the 
20-member squad of the national Under 17 
Women’s team, fondly known as Bantwana, while 
three rising stars appear in the senior national 
team, Banyana Banyana, which also consist of 
20 players.

University of the Western Cape defenders 
Bongeka Gamede and Sibulele Cecilia Holweni, 
as well as their fellow defender Kaylyn Octavia 
Jordaan of Spurs Women Football Club were 
named in the Banyana team. 

In the Bantwana side, Cape Town is represented 
by the duo of defender Mihle Lumko and 
midfielder Lithemba Sam Sam of the Gugulethu-
based Cape Town Roses, as well as midfielder 
Nabeelah Galant and striker Tyler Scott, both 
from the University of Cape Town. Defenders 
Thimna Mphele of RV United in Khayelitsha and 
Hlela Philisani of the Philippi-based Dangerous 
Heroes complete the Cape Town cohort for 
Bantwana.

Facing the COVID-19 pandemic and its 
uncertainties have actually made Cheryl more 
hopeful for good health, and given her even 
more drive to challenge social inequalities and 
injustices.

She wants to write and publish more digital 
publications and e-books - and continue to be 
independent, speaking out about the issues that 
move her 

“It’s about centering women in sport instead 
of supporting men controlling sports media,” 
Roberts notes. “It’s about writing and publishing 
whom we choose to write about, feature and 
publicise.” 

The 2020 Cosafa Women’s Championship took 
place in Port Elizabeth from 3-14 November, 
while the Cosafa Under 17 Championships 
kicked off on 4 November and ran through to 14 
November in the same venue.

Safa Cape Town’s Head of Women Football, 
Natalie Swartz, congratulated the selected 
players, adding that Cape Town has witnessed 
for years how the regional players are called up 
for national camps.  “I’m not surprised that our 
players at times dominate the selected squads,” 
she said.

The selection of these players in particular was 
also not too surprising, as they had previously 
proved themselves in the regional, provincial and 
even national teams. 

“As SAFA CT HOD I am happy with their 
selection, as they were part of the 2019 COSAFA 
team which lost to Zambia in the final. I know 
these ladies very well. They live and eat football, 
and they are dedicated and passionate players, 
and truly respectable young ladies,” she said.
 
“I want to thank their club coaches for believing 
in them by giving these young ladies the 
opportunity to pursue their dreams. Now their 
journey continues - and all the best to them!”
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WOMEN IN SPORT: 
VOICES WORTH HEARING, 
CHAMPIONS WORTH 
CELEBRATING
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CAPE WOMEn

From coaches to surfers to CEOs (and more), the 
Western Cape’s women in sport shone bright at the 
15th edition of the longest-running official women’s 
sports awards in South Africa, the prestigious 
Momentum GSport 4 Girls Awards.
 
Banyana Banyana coach Desiree Ellis has twice 
been nominated for Best Coach at the prestigious 
Momentum GSport 4 Girls Awards - Africa’s only 
official national women’s sport awards. And on 
Monday, the third time became the charm.
 
“This shows that Banyana Banyana is on the right 
track,” she said. “It shows that the effort put in by 
the players, the technical staff and the rest of the 
staff have paid off. And it shows that when the 
team does well, individuals get rewarded - and I’m 
just blessed that I’m one of those individuals. This 
award is for them, and for all those other coaches 
in our SA leagues - this is for their contribution as 
well.” 
 
Ellis grew up in Salt River in the 1970s. There were 
no women’s clubs back then and she played soccer 
with boys and her cousins. After school she’d 
drop her school bag, change her clothes and run 
outside to her waiting teammates. During her club 
career she played as a midfielder for Spurs Ladies 
FC among other teams. She never dreamed she’d 
become a coach, or a founding member of the 
South Africa women’s national football team.
 
Ellis has led the women’s national soccer team to 
their first ever FIFA Women’s World Cup and a hat 
trick of COSAFA victories, and she’s the two-time 
Confederation of African Football Women’s Coach 

of the Year Awards Winner.
 
This year marked the 15th edition of the longest-
running women’s sports awards in South Africa, and 
Africa’s only official national women’s sport Awards 
- and honoured athletes and women in sport across 
all disciplines and tiers.
  
“For the second year, our sponsors, Momentum, 
are encouraging us to boldly own out success as 
women in sport,” said event founder and originator 
Kass Naidoo. “This has been the biggest operation 
by GSport to unearth role models in women’s sport 
- and I’m so heartened to see our winners tonight 
courageously take up that challenge.”
 
This prestigious recognition platform has been 
endorsed by the Department of Sport, Arts & 
Culture since 2015 and this partnership makes 
an invaluable contribution towards generational 
equality each year.
 
“The overarching objective of this prestigious 
Gsport Awards programme is to celebrate the role 
women play across the entire value chain of sport,” 
said DSAC Minister Nathi Mthethwa. “We firmly 
believe that these awards serve to inspire women to 
reach greater heights, and also serve to inspire the 
next generation of young women who have dreams 
of being the next Caster Semenyas, the next Desiree 
Ellises and so on.”
 
Several of those next Desiree Ellises honoured, like 
Ellis herself, included women with strong links to the 
Cape, including...
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Elizabeth Smith, considered by most to be the ‘mother 
of Gymnastics in South Africa’, has been involved in 
the sport for over 50 years, initially in the capacity as 
coach, judge, technical official and then administrator, 
marketer and more.  She progressed up the ranks to 
the position of CEO and President (from which she 
recently-retired ).  During this time the South African 
Gymnastics Federation grew from four disciplines 
to nine, and joined the international gymnastics 
federation. 
 
“It’s been a 52-year journey – and from the very first 
day that I was involved with gymnastics, I was very, 
very fortunate to have many opportunities, and many 
mentors who helped me develop, and led the way for 
me,” Smith recalled. “And I’ve tried to make sure that 
other women have had the same opportunities; to 
create a structure for women, to instil confidence in 
them. I believe if they’ve got confidence, they could 
fulfil their full potential.”

Springbok physiotherapist Rene Naylor has a BSc 
degree in Physiotherapy from the University of the 
Western Cape, a postgraduate degree in Sports 
Physiotherapy from the University of Cape Town, and 
over 20 years of experience as a sports physio. In 
2008 Naylor was appointed Head Physiotherapist of 
the Springboks, and in 2019 she was on the team that 
helped South Africa win the Rugby World Cup in style.
 
Naylor thanked her supporters, and especially her 
parents for making her believe she could be a success. 
“My journey is not that different to many amazing 
South African women who’ve had a tough time getting 
involved in sport,” she said. “But our journey is not over. 
I think we have a responsibility to amplify the stories of 
other women - to not only inspire and support women 
in sport in South Africa, but also to invest in them.”
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SPECIAL RECOGNITION: 

ELIZABETH CAMERON SMITH, MOTHER OF GYMNASTICS

MINISTER’S RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE: 

RENE NAYLOR, WORLD CUP RUGBY PHYSIOTHERAPIST



Varsity netballer, Stellenbosch University graduate and 
2019 Maties Sportswoman of the Year still maintains 
international ambitions in the sport she loves. But 
she’s found something she loves even more: as a 
Netball Premier League ambassador, she uses her 
social media influence to promote the value and tell 
the story of netball in South Africa, while creating 
awareness around everyday issues affecting women 
and girls.
 
“Social media is something you use to build your brand 
- but it’s also something that gives you a voice and an 
influence. I use mine to inspire young girls, and show 
them that you can be much more than just an athlete,” 
she said. “I want every young girl to know that her 
voice can change the world. There is no limit to what 
we as women can achieve, especially together.”
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Khayelitsha-based 31-year-old Noluthando Makalima 
has been surfing since 2014, but only competed in her 
first local competition in May last year where she won 
a gold medal in the AS5 Women’s Division. Adaptive 
surfing allows disabled athletes (Makalima has 
cerebral palsy) to compete against and alongside able-
bodied athletes. Makalima almost didn’t make it to the 
International Surfing Association (ISA) World Adaptive 
Surfing Championships in California - but she did, and 
returned in March ranked No.2 in the world.
 
“I would love to say thank you to God for this day,” she 
said. “This means a lot to me, and it’s a day I’ll never 
forget. And I’d like to say thank you to Momentum, 
to GSport, and to my family and my child. To all my 
supporters, everybody who was there for me. This is 
for you.” 

Laura Wolvaardt from Milnerton was selected to 
play for the Western Province U-19 girls’ team when 
she was eight. She was invited to play for a South 
Africa Women’s U-19 invitational team when she 
was 13. She’s since represented her country in 
Women’s One Day International cricket, became the 
youngest centurion, male or female, for South Africa 
in international cricket, and was included in the ICC 
t20 World Cup team of the year. In July 2020, she was 
named South Africa’s Women’s Cricketer of the Year at 
Cricket South Africa’s annual awards ceremony.
 
“This is so special for me – and to receive it from the 
Deputy Minister herself, who was actually at the world 
cup supporting us, is so very special,” she said. “And 
just to be recognized alongside my teammates – a 
team who are brave, fierce, determined; an amazing 
group of girls. To receive this award is such a huge 
honour for me.”
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MINISTER’S RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE: 

NOLUTHANDO MAKALIMA, ADAPTIVE SURFING CHAMP 

MINISTER’S RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE: 

LAURA WOLVAARDT, CRICKETING LEGEND 
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on Humility, Accountability, Exemplarity and Selflessness as Key Lessons 
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It is believed that the game of rugby originated 
in England in 1823. Fast forward to modern 
times, rugby has evolved to be loved, enjoyed 
and played all over the world; uniting people from 
all walks of life, different ethnicity, shapes and 
sizes.

In my view, rugby is a sport that physically caters 
to everyone. The tall ones will find a home in the 
lock position, the short and stocky in the hooker 
position. The vocal but puny in stature are most 
likely to find their place in the scrumhalf, and 
so on. I found my niche in the prop position - a 
position likely to be occupied by the strong and 
bulky.

My rugby career was born in 2014 and I have 
had the privilege to play at all possible levels 
and captained teams at those levels. It is at the 
University of the Western Cape where my love 
affair with the game of rugby began - a beautiful 
romance that inspired three consecutive inter-
provincial league title victories, a World Cup 
qualification with the Springbok Women, and a 
place in the history books as the first African 
professional women rugby player. 

Over the years - just six to be exact - I have 
travelled the world, met and engaged with new 
people and embraced them and their diversity. 
With that, I have picked up some valuable life 
lessons that I still cherish to this day. Rugby is a 
way of life after all. 

Over time I have realised that to lead is not 
necessarily to be loved, be popular or be 
followed. It is more than just giving ‘braveheart’ 
speeches.  Leadership has been about bringing 
the best out of others by being the best that I 

can be. Sometimes this is to the annoyance of 
some. I have embraced that responsibility and 
remained appreciative of it. 
One of the major features of leadership is 
accountability. I must account to myself and to 
my team. When times get tough and things are 
not going our way, the team morale takes a blow.  
It has been my responsibility as the leader to 
bring out the best out of the team even when the 
chips are down. 

The Springbok Women captain shares some of the critical 
life lessons she has learnt as a successful yet growing woman 
rugby player.

B A B A L W A B A B A L W A



To me a team is not only the fifteen players 
taking the field on match-day, but it is also 
those on the bench awaiting their chance. A 
team includes the water girl, the ball boy, the 
bus driver, the security guard at the stadium 
gates, and every supporter. The people who 
always have words of encouragement and 
positivity to share are part of the team. 
I have found family in the teams that I 
have been part of. That family consists of 
many sisters with whom I share a special 
connection and a common life story - a story 
of triumph, empowerment, strength and 
ambition.

Forging a different path is never an easy task. 
Changing a narrative in my view is a lifelong 
endeavour. In one of the many conversations 
I have had with my mentor, Lwazi Mzozoyana, 
I have come to the realisation that one of 
the difficulties also lay in having the new 
narrative accepted as the new norm. Once 
one has broken the barrier and forged a new 
way - so great that it is carved in history - the 
greater challenge is that it be accepted and 
recognised, not necessarily popular. 

For me, acceptance is something that I 
have struggled with throughout my teens. I 
was quite a different young girl growing up. 
I never conformed to what was generally 
perceived as normal for a girl. I was slightly 
taller, a little bit more muscular. Likened 
and even mistaken to a boy.  That made 
me different and  that ‘difference’ made me 
stand out like a saw thumb. I yearned to be 
accepted and somewhat fit in. 
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The turning point came when I started playing 
rugby. Rugby taught me to accept that I was 
different, to love that difference and to allow 
myself to stand out boldly.  It was at that point 
where I embraced being a female rugby player 
fully. Our special physical build as sportswomen, 
particularly woman rugby players, is one of the 
things that allow us to be the best.

Caster Semenya is the best at what she does 
and has revolutionised her sport by forging a 
new norm - her physicality contributing to that. 
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Serena Williams is the best tennis player and 
she, too, has blazed a new trail for her sport - a 
new norm - similarly her physique contributing to 
that.

 In a world that accepts mediocrity, objectifies 
and sexualises women, and is rather prejudiced 
to anything different, standing tall and proudly 
as well conditioned sportswomen is yet to be 
fully accepted.  We are not ‘manly’, too muscular 
or too strong but we are excellent sportswomen 
who continue to defy norms and set new 

standards. We have accepted excellence and 
physical prowess as the new norm. 

My career is still on an upward trajectory and I 
am humbled and appreciative of all the lessons 
that I have learned and still learning. I’m also 
appreciative of the people who have dedicated 
their time, resources and efforts in building the 
well rounded sportsperson that I am today. The 
journey continues and so too does the struggle 
to break through and break down barriers. 

“I NEVER 
CONFORMED 
TO WHAT WAS 
GENERALLY 
PERCEIVED AS 
NORMAL FOR A 
GIRL.
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As athletes, South African women in sport are 
often underpaid and underappreciated, and 
made to feel like they don’t belong. That needs to 
change - as former Springbok player and current 
rugby coach and educator Nosipho Poswa 
explains.

In the apartheid era, South African women were 
given no voice or power - they had to fight for 
recognition, and freedoms, and the right to 
determine their own futures. And many men still 
believe that they are superior to women, and that 
women only belong in the kitchen, or taking care 
of children. 

Even today, women are not getting a chance 
to hold many of the most senior positions, 
especially in male-dominated industries. For 
example: since 1994, we have had five South 
African Presidents - and not one has been a 
woman (and let me say, if our President can be a 
female, then this country would be a much better 
place).

That makes women doubt themselves in 

many aspects of life. But as women we can do 
anything that men can do, and we deserve the 
chance - and the support - to show it. And that’s 
particularly true when it comes to sport.

Women in sport are not portrayed in the same 
light as men. Our games are not televised, our 
crowds are smaller; we have fewer sponsors and 
less recognition. Women athletes are generally 
underpaid relative to men in various sports. 
Some of them get serious injuries and that made 
them stop playing before time. What is worse is 
that those women do not have income to sustain 
themselves and some of them are not educated. 
No one is taking care of them after they finish 
playing.

At the same time, our national women’s sports 
teams and players shine bright on the world 
stage, often eclipsing their male equivalents. 
From athletics to netball to rugby and swimming, 
South African sportswomen are famed around 
the world for their skills. But we don’t recognise 
them where it counts. 
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Many of these poor women are expected to just 
play for nothing (even while they have families 
to take care of). The same goes for those 
women selected or nominated as managers, 
who are often underpaid or sometimes work as 
volunteers. And no one is looking after retired 
women’s players like they do to men. 

Those are the challenges women in sport face. 
And they may seem impossible - but women are 
strong. We have faced impossible challenges 
before, and overcome them - and we can 
overcome these as well.

It all starts with sponsors. As we know, there is 
nothing we can do without sponsors.  I plead 
with sponsors to come on board to help women 
in sport to grow. Out there, there are countries 
that take women in sport seriously and they 
regard their sporting codes as professional not 
amateur and players are given contracts.

Those who are in higher positions or 
management need to work hand-in-hand with the 
government and other stakeholders to come up 
with a plan that will help retired players continue 
to play a role in the sport they’ve devoted their 
lives to. More of those higher managing and 
coaching positions need to be taken by women. 
And programmes like the Boksmart facilitator 
course can help them make the transition to 
coaching and managing. 

Women must not suffer in this country because 
of unfair treatment. Sometimes we don’t feel 
like we belong to this country because women 
are being abused by men each day. In some 
cases, fragile men will abuse a woman because 
of her success, hoping to demolish her, afraid of 

her success. Or sometimes they even refuse to 
support their children because of their personal 
issues. 

Women are so amazingly strong, because they 
always rise and conquer the most difficult 
situations.  They don’t call women “Bokodo” 
(rock) for nothing. 

As women we need to stand together and fight 
for inequality in our country. The government 
needs to take into consideration that women 
are also human beings therefore they must treat 
them with dignity and care.

We as MBOKODO will never stop fighting for 
what is right. We have cried out for help. We have 
fought for what we deserve. And we will not stop 
until our voices are heard.
   
Most of the houses are dysfunctional without 
a woman and that simply proves that females 
are born leaders. Therefore, it is time to allow 
females to hold powerful positions so that we 
can be able to move forward as a country.
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EMPOWERING WOMEN IN SPORT: HOW DO WE DO IT? 


